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Introduction
This application note describes the considerations for using the interrupt controller of the Traveo family MCUs in an
environment summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Development Environment

2

Microcomputer

Traveo family

Integrated development environments

MULTI v6.1.4 or later

Optimization

Optimize for speed

Interrupt Controller
The Interrupt controller does the following when it detects an interrupt:



Informs the issue of interrupts (nIRQ) to the CPU




Sets the interrupt priority level/interrupt priority level mask
Notifies the interrupt vector address
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2.1

Interrupt Controller Configuration
The interrupt controller consists of the following blocks, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Interrupt Controller Configuration

Bus

Bus Slave

IRQ Processing
Stage

CPUn
nIRQ

Hold Stage

Preprocessed Status Stage

NMI

IRQ Channel
Enable Stage

RAW Status Stage

IRQ

Software Interrupt Stage

Control
Registers

FIQ Processing
Stage

nFIQ

Interrupt controller

For details on each block, refer to the Interrupt Controller chapter of the Hardware Manual of the relevant MCU.
These are listed in the Related Documents section.
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2.2

Considerations for Using Interrupt Controller
The interrupt controller controls the interrupt priority at different times during CPU processing. Therefore, it may
cause an error if the register of the interrupt controller is written to while the interrupt controller is accepting interrupts.
The interrupt controller remains in the interrupt pending state when the register of the interrupt controller is written.
The following sections (2.2.1 and 2.2.5) describe the interrupt pending state and the writable registers during this
state.

2.2.1

2.2.2

Interrupt Pending State
There are two ways to stop the interrupt controller from accepting an interrupt:



Disable the IRQ processing block: Set the IRQ processing block enable/disable setting bit to ‘0’ (IRCn_CSR [bit0
- IRQEN]).



Set the interrupt controller to the interrupt suppress state by reading the IRQ interrupt status bit (IRCn_IRQST
[bit24 - nIRQ]).

Interrupt Suppress State
The interrupt controller does not notify the CPU of the occurrence of an interrupt when the interrupt controller status is
changed to the interrupt suppress state. If the interrupt controller meets the following conditions, the status changes
to the interrupt suppress state:




Interrupt controller has notified the CPU of an interrupt.
Interrupt controller has read the IRQ interrupt status bit of the IRC IRQ status register (IRCn_IRQST [bit24 nIRQ]).

The IRQ interrupt status bit of the IRC IRQ status register (IRCn_IRQST [bit24 - nIRQ]) indicates the interrupt state of
the interrupt controller and sets the interrupt suppression state. The interrupt controller can change to the interrupt
suppress state (except when the I-FLAG of the CPU is set to ’1’ [interrupt disabled]) by reading the IRQ interrupt
status bit.
The state of the interrupt controller is indicated by the value of the IRQ interrupt status bit, as described in Table 2.
Table 2. State of Interrupt Controller Indicated by Value of IRQ Interrupt Status Bit
Value of IRQ
Interrupt
Status Bit

State of Interrupt Controller
One of the following:

0

1

2.2.3




Interrupt controller is generating the interrupt for the CPU.
Interrupt controller is in the interrupt suppress state.

Interrupt controller does not accept interrupts. It has transitioned to the interrupt suppress state by reading the
IRQ interrupt status bit (IRCn_IRQST [bit24 - nIRQ]).

Interrupt Status Bit
Consider the following on the IRQ interrupt status bit (IRCn_IRQST[bit24 - nIRQ]) read.



Read values
The interrupt controller enters the interrupt suppress state by reading the IRQ interrupt status bit, which sets it to
’1’. Therefore, the read value of the IRQ interrupt status bit is always ‘0’ for all subsequent reads. However, after
the interrupt controller exits the interrupt suppress state, the value may change.



Read disable timing
Reading the IRQ interrupt status bit is not allowed when the I-FLAG of the CPU is set to ’1’ (interrupt disabled).
The interrupt controller may not change the interrupt suppress state, even by reading the IRQ interrupt status bit,
when the CPU (I-FLAG =1) has received the next interrupt.
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2.2.4

Release of the Interrupt Suppress State
The interrupt suppress state is released by writing to the interrupt suppression release registers described in Table 3.
Table 3. Interrupt Suppression Release Registers
Register Abbreviation

Register Name

IRCn_IRQVAr

IRC IRQ Vector Address Register

IRCn_IRQPL0-127

IRC IRQ Priority Level Register

IRCn_IRQS0-15

IRC IRQ Software Interrupt Set Register

IRCn_IRQR0-15

IRC IRQ Software Interrupt Reset Register

IRCn_IRQCES0-15

IRC IRQ Channel Enable Set Register

IRCn_IRQCEC0-15

IRC IRQ Channel Enable Clear Register

IRCn_IRQCE0-15

IRC IRQ Channel Enable Setting Register

IRCn_IRQHC

IRC IRQ Hold Clear Register

IRCn_IRQPLM

IRC IRQ Priority Level Mask Register

IRCn_CSR

IRC Control/Status Register

Once the interrupt controller status is changed to the interrupt suppress state, this state persists until the interrupt
suppression release register is written to. If the interrupt controller needs to accept interrupts again, it is
necessary to write the interrupt suppression release register as a dummy write even if its value does not
need to be changed.
2.2.5

Writable Registers During Interrupt Pending State
Writing to the registers listed in Table 4 is allowed only while interrupts are disabled. An error may occur if these
registers are written to when the interrupt controller is not in the interrupt pending state.
Table 4. Writable Registers During Interrupt Pending State
Register Abbreviation

Register Name

IRCn_IRQPL0-127

IRC IRQ Priority Level Register

IRCn_IRQHC

IRC IRQ Hold Clear Register

IRCn_IRQPLM

IRC IRQ Priority Level Mask Register

IRCn_CSR

IRC Control/Status Register

The registers in Table 4 are included in Table 3. Therefore, the interrupt suppress state is released by writing to the
registers in Table 4. Access them according to the following methods if you need to write to the Table 4 registers
several times:




Read from the IRQ interrupt status bit (IRCn_IRQST [bit24 - nIRQ]) whenever writing to the Table 4 registers.
Disable the IRQ processing block before writing to the Table 4 registers. (Set the IRQ processing block
enable/disable setting bit to ‘0’ (IRCn_CSR [bit0 - IRQEN]).)
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3

Considerations for Interrupt Handler Corresponding to Multiple Interrupts
®

Because the ARM architecture does not support multiple interrupts, it is necessary to use a software-implemented
multiple interrupt handler. Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 describe the considerations for implementing the interrupt
handler corresponding to multiple interrupts listed in this chapter.

3.1

Releasing the Interrupt Suppress State
The interrupt controller changes to the interrupt suppress state after notifying an interrupt to the CPU. Therefore, the
interrupt controller is in an interrupt suppress state at the start of interrupt handler processing. If a new interrupt
needs to be accepted, it is necessary to write to a register listed in Table 3 at the beginning of the processing.
In addition, at the start of the interrupt handler processing, the I-FLAG of the CPU is set to ‘1’ by the hardware. Reset
the I-FLAG of the CPU to ‘0’ (interrupt enabled) at the same time as the release of the interrupt suppress state.

3.2

Clearing the Hold Bit
It is necessary to clear the hold bit when interrupt processing ends and the state of the CPU I-FLAG is set to ‘1’
(interrupt disabled).
If the hold bit is cleared when the I-FLAG of the CPU is ‘0’, the interrupt suppress state is released at the same time.
Therefore, it may cause a stack overflow if the succeeding interrupt processing is executed before the completion of
interrupt handler processing.
IRCn_IRQHC is a writable register during the interrupt pending state as listed in Table 3. It is necessary to clear the
hold bit using the following procedure when the state of the I-FLAG of the CPU is set to ‘1’ (interrupt disabled).

3.3

1.

Read the IRQ interrupt status bit (IRCn_IRQST [bit24 - nIRQ]).

2.

Set the I-FLAG of the CPU to ‘1’.

3.

Write to IRCn_IRQHC the IRQ channel number that is to be cleared.

Disabling an Interrupt
It is possible to disable an interrupt in the interrupt handler corresponding to multiple interrupts by using the methods
listed in Table 5. However, the processing described is prohibited while an interrupt is disabled. The methods are
illustrated in Figure 2 to Figure 5.
Table 5. How to Disable Interrupt
Method

How to Disable Interrupt

What is Not Allowed

1

Set I-FLAG of CPU to ’1’
(interrupt disabled).




2

Read from IRQ interrupt
status bit.1

Writing more than once to a register listed in Table 4

3

Immediately after IRQ
interrupt status bit read,
set I-FLAG of CPU to ‘1’
(interrupt disabled).1

4

Set IRQ processing block
enable/disable setting bit
to ‘0’ (IRQ processing
block is disabled).2

Reading from the IRQ interrupt status bit
Writing to a register listed in Table 4



After setting I-FLAG of CPU to ‘1’ (interrupt disabled), reading from the IRQ
interrupt status bit



Writing more than once to a register listed in Table 4

Reading from the IRQ interrupt status bit

1: IRQ interrupt status bit: IRCn_IRQST[bit24 - nIRQ]
2: IRQ processing block enable/disable setting bit: IRCn_CSR[bit0 - IRQEN]
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Figure 2. Example of Method 1
sample.c
process has
set the following:
ItAssumption:
is assumed The
that previous
it is the following
conditions
by prior process.
Reset
to ‘0’ (Interrupt
-- I-FLAG
of I-FLAG
CPU is of
"0"CPU
(Interrupt
enable). is enabled).
-- Interrupt
suppression
release state.
state.
Interrupt
suppress release

-

Set I-FLAG
of CPU todisabled)
‘1’ (Interrupt
is disabled).
Setting
"1" (Interrupt
to I-FLAG
of CPU.

__DI();

FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x014800FF;
FRT16B00_CPCLRB = 0xFFFF;
FRT16B00_TCDT = 0x0000;
FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x010800FF;

Process to
disabled.
Process
to be
beperformed
performedduring
duringthe
aninterrupt
interruptisdisabled.
(This is the example for the Free Run Timer of MB9D560 series.)

__EI();
Reset I-FLAG
of CPUenabled)
to ‘0’ (Interrupt
is enabled).
Setting
"0" (Interrupt
to I-FLAG
of CPU.

-

Figure 3. Example of Method 2
sample.c
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Interrupt
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Theinterrupt
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while(IRC0_IRQST_nIRQ == 0);

IRC0_IRQPL0_IRQPL0 = 1;
-
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Figure 4. Example of Method 3
sample.c
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Implementation
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"1" (Interrupt
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of CPU.

__DI();
IRC0_IRQPL0_IRQPL0 = 1;
FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x014800FF;
FRT16B00_CPCLRB = 0xFFFF;
FRT16B00_TCDT = 0x0000;
FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x010800FF;
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(This is the example for the Free Run Timer of MB9D560 series.)
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Figure 5. Example of Method 4
sample.c
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IRQ
processing
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Set IRQ
processing
block
be enabled.
while(IRC0_IRQST_nIRQ == 0);
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_UNLOCK;
IRC0_CSR = 0;
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_LOCK;
IRC0_IRQPL0_IRQPL0 = 1;
IRC0_IRQPLM_IRQPLM = 25;

Writing
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writable register
Write the
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interruptpending
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(This is the example for the Free Run Timer of MB9D560 series.)

FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x014800FF;
FRT16B00_CPCLRB = 0xFFFF;
FRT16B00_TCDT = 0x0000;
FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x010800FF;
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_UNLOCK;
IRC0_CSR = 1;
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_LOCK;

Set IRQ
processing
block
be disabled.
Setting
IRQ
processing
blocktoenable.

-
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3.4

Implementation Example
The implementation example is depicted in Figure 6. The MULTI compiler does not have a pseudo-instruction
®
corresponding to the multiple interrupts of ARM Cortex -R. Therefore, it is necessary to implement the processing at
the assembler level.
Figure 6. Implementation of Interrupt Handler Corresponding to Multiple Interrupts
sample.asm
ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_CSR
ADDRESS_OF_IRQST_nIRQ
ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_IRQHC
ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK
VALUE_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK
VALUE_OF_IRC0_LOCK
nested_handler:
SUB
SRSFD
CPS
PUSH
FSTMDBD
FMRX
PUSH
AND
SUB
PUSH

.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ

0xb0400c98
0xb040000f
0xb0400c48
0xb0400d30
0x17ACC911
0x17B10C11

lr, lr, #4
sp!, #0x1f
#0x1f
{r0-r3, r12}
sp!, {d0-d7}
r1, fpscr
r1
r1, sp, #4
sp, sp, r1
{r1, lr}

Interrupt
is enabled.
Interrupt
enable.

CPSIE

i

MOVW
MOVT
MOVW
MOVT
STR

r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK & 0xFFFF)
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK >> 16)
r0, #(VALUE_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK & 0xFFFF)
r0, #(VALUE_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK >> 16)
r0, [r1]

MOVW
MOVT
MOV
STR

r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_CSR & 0xFFFF)
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_CSR >> 16)
r0, #1
r0, [r1]

MOVW
MOVT
MOVW
MOVT
STR

r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK & 0xFFFF)
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_UNLOCK >> 16)
r0, #(VALUE_OF_IRC0_LOCK & 0xFFFF)
r0, #(VALUE_OF_IRC0_LOCK >> 16)
r0, [r1]

LDR
BLX

r1, =isr_name
r1

Dummy
for interrupt
release.
Write write
the dummy
datasuppress
for the state
release
of the interrupt suppress state.

Setting
forthe
the writing
writing lock
Set for
lockstate.
state.

The
processing
The
processingmoves
movestotothe
theinterrupt
interruptprocess
processimplementation
implementationfunction.
function.
*isr_name = The start address of the interrupt process implementation function.
*isr_name = The start address of the interrupt process implementation function.

MOVW
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRQST_nIRQ & 0xFFFF)
MOVT
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRQST_nIRQ >> 16)
IRQST_check_loop:
LDRB
r0, [r1]
CMP
r0, #0
BEQ
IRQST_check_loop

The
interrupt
controller
statusstatus
changes
to the interrupt
suppress state.
The
Interrupt
controller
changes
to the interrupt
suppress state.

Interrupt
is disabled.
Interrupt
disnable.

CPSID

i

MOVW
MOVW
MOVT
STR

r0, #(irq_num & 0x1FF)
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_IRQHC & 0xFFFF)
r1, #(ADDRESS_OF_IRC0_IRQHC >> 16)
r0, [r1]

POP
ADD
POP
FMXR
FLDMIAD
POP
RFEFD

{r1, lr}
sp, sp, r1
r1
fpscr, r1
sp!, {d0-d7}
{r0-r3, r12}
sp!
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Unlock
setting
fordummy
writingwrite.
the dummy data.
Unlock
setting
for the

Hold
bit clear.
Reset
the Hold bit.

*irq_num = Channel number that corresponds to the ISR of IRQ.

*irq_num = Channel number that corresponds to the ISR of IRQ.
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4

Considerations for Interrupt Handler Not Corresponding to Multiple
Interrupts
To avoid accepting the next interrupt until the processing of the interrupt handler is complete, it is necessary to meet
all of the following conditions until the interrupt handler processing is complete.



Interrupt controller is in the interrupt pending state.



I-FLAG of the CPU is set to ‘1’ (interrupt disabled).

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the considerations for implementing the interrupt handler that does not correspond to
multiple interrupts discussed in this section.

4.1

Setting the Interrupt Pending State
It is necessary to set the interrupt pending state by writing a ‘0’ to the IRQ processing block enable/disable setting bit
(IRCn_CSR [bit0 - IRQEN]) at the beginning of the interrupt handler.
The interrupt controller enters an interrupt suppress state when the processing transitions to the interrupt handler
because the interrupt controller enters the interrupt pending state at that time. However, in the situation where the
interrupt pending state results from the interrupt suppress state, the interrupt pending state is released at the time of
writing to the interrupt suppress release register.
To accept the next interrupt, it is necessary to enable the IRQ processing block after the interrupt handler processing
is complete.
IRCn_IRQHC is a register in listed Table 4. Therefore, it is necessary to enable the IRQ processing block after the
hold bit has cleared.

4.2

Reading from the IRQ Interrupt Status Bit
The I-FLAG of the CPU must be set to ‘1’ during the processing of the interrupt handler. Therefore, reading the IRQ
interrupt status bit (IRCn_IRQST [bit24 - nIRQ]) in the interrupt handler processing is forbidden.
The interrupt controller has entered the interrupt pending state because the IRQ processing block has been disabled
during the processing by the interrupt handler. It is not necessary to stop processing the interrupt acceptance when
writing to a register listed in Table 4.

4.3

Implementation Example
The implementation example is depicted in Figure 7. If it is not necessary to use multiple interrupts, it is possible to
implement the pseudo-instruction of the MULTI compiler (__interrupt).
Figure 7. Example of Interrupt Handler Implementation That Does Not Correspond to Multiple Interrupts
sample.c
#define INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_UNLOCK
#define INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_LOCK

(0x17ACC911)
(0x17B10C11)

__interrupt void NotNestedHandler(void)
{
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_UNLOCK;
IRC0_CSR = 0;
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_LOCK
FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x014800FF;
FRT16B00_CPCLRB = 0xFFFF;
FRT16B00_TCDT = 0x0000;
FRT16B00_TCCS = 0x010800FF;

Setting
IRQprocessing
processingblock
blockto
disable.
Set IRQ
be disabled.

Reset
the Hold bit.
Hold
bit clear.
Don’t read
theinterrupt
IRQ interrupt
bit.
Reading
of IRQ
status status
bits prohibited.
*irq_num = Channel number that corresponds to the ISR of IRQ.
*irq_num = Channel number that corresponds to the ISR of IRQ

IRC0_IRQHC = irq_num;
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_UNLOCK;
IRC0_CSR = 1;
IRC0_UNLOCK = INTERRUPTS_INT_CTRL_KEY_LOCK;

Set IRQ
be enabled.
Setting
IRQprocessing
processingblock
blockto
enable

}
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5

Related Documents
Traveo family series datasheets and hardware manuals:






S6J3110




S6J3350

S6J3120
S6J3200
S6J3300
MB9D560
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provided only for reference purposes. It is the responsibility of the user of this document to properly design, program, and test the functionality and
safety of any application made of this information and any resulting product. Cypress products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as
critical components in systems designed or intended for the operation of weapons, weapons systems, nuclear installations, life-support devices or
systems, other medical devices or systems (including resuscitation equipment and surgical implants), pollution control or hazardous substances
management, or other uses where the failure of the device or system could cause personal injury, death, or property damage (“Unintended Uses”). A
critical component is any component of a device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the device or
system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness. Cypress is not liable, in whole or in part, and you shall and hereby do release Cypress from any claim,
damage, or other liability arising from or related to all Unintended Uses of Cypress products. You shall indemnify and hold Cypress harmless from and
against all claims, costs, damages, and other liabilities, including claims for personal injury or death, arising from or related to any Unintended Uses of
Cypress products.
Cypress, the Cypress logo, Spansion, the Spansion logo, and combinations thereof, WICED, PSoC, CapSense, EZ-USB, F-RAM, and Traveo are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Cypress in the United States and other countries. For a more complete list of Cypress trademarks, visit
cypress.com. Other names and brands may be claimed as property of their respective owners.
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